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How Do Financial Markets Respond to
Corporate Sustainability Disclosure?
by Thomas P. Lyon

As demand for disclosure of corporate sustainability performance increases
and mandatory and voluntary disclosure schemes proliferate, the impact of
such disclosure on financial performance remains unclear. Established evidence
shows that bad corporate environmental news is punished by the market.
However, emerging evidence shows that, in some instances, superior environmental
performance may also be punished by the market.
Corporate sustainability reporting initiatives have grown
rapidly. Mandatory programs imposed on firms by external
parties include government pollution inventory programs
(e.g., the US Toxics Release Inventory (TRI) and the federal
carbon reporting rules), environmental performance
ratings conducted by external organizations (the Dow
Jones Sustainability Index, Newsweek’s Green Rankings,
Greenpeace’s company scorecards, and India’s Green
Ratings Program), and awards programs (e.g., the Green
Company Awards presented by the China Entrepreneurs
Club). Voluntary disclosure programs include corporate
sustainability reports and programs like the Department of
Energy’s Voluntary Greenhouse Gas Reporting Program,
the CDP, and the Global Reporting Initiative.
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Despite their recent significant expansion, the effects of
environmental transparency programs on business, public
policy, and society remain controversial.1 Perhaps the most
hotly debated question is whether transparency programs
are substitutes for or complements to traditional regulatory
performance requirements.2 Although this is a fascinating
and important question, this Director Notes focuses
more narrowly on how transparency affects business,
emphasizing state-of-the-art research on how financial
markets respond to sustainability information.
In a nutshell, there is a great deal of research to support
the notion that external environmental information
disclosure affects firms’ financial market performance.

METHODOLOGY
It can be difficult to establish conclusively whether firms profit
from being more socially and environmentally responsible.
Indeed, scholars have debated whether it “pays to be green”
for years with remarkably inconclusive results. There is a broad
consensus that financial and environmental performance are
positively correlated, but it has been extremely difficult to
separate cause and effect empirically. Indeed, over a decade
ago, after reviewing literally hundreds of academic studies,
Joshua Margolis and James Walsh concluded that it was
unclear whether being green really pays or whether financially
successful firms simply have greater latitude to indulge their
managers’ whims at the expense of shareholders.a From a data
perspective, the problem is that both firm-level competitive
advantage and corporate sustainability tend to persist over
time, making it hard to distinguish which one came first in
longitudinal correlations. We begin with the premise that
financial markets have powerful incentives to rapidly incorporate
all available information that may affect the future returns
of listed companies. When news reaches the market, share
prices will quickly reflect its effect on expected future returns.
Such financial “event studies” can identify how good or bad
environmental news affects profitability. This research focuses
on a discrete event that occurs within a narrowly defined window
of time and is expected to affect shareholder value.
a Joshua Daniel Margolis and James P. Walsh, People and Profits? The
Search for a Link between a Company’s Social and Financial Performance
(New Jersey: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Inc., 2001).

There is strong evidence that bad environmental news is
punished by the market. More controversial is whether
firms with good environmental news to share are rewarded
by the market. There is some evidence that green awards
can garner positive returns, as well as some evidence that
a green reputation can help buffer a firm against negative
news. However, there is also new evidence that, under
some circumstances, apparently superior environmental
performance may actually be punished by the market.
Unfortunately, the channels by which information dis
closure operates are poorly understood. As a result, we
lack conclusive explanations for why superior performance
does not always pay.

Mandatory Disclosure and
Third-Party Ratings
Several external forces— government, the media, and
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs)—can compel the
public disclosure of corporate information. While only the
government can require companies to disclose data, the
media and NGOs release their own rankings and ratings,
which can also have a significant impact on stock prices.
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Pollution inventories
The first mandatory environmental disclosure program was
the US TRI, which was created in 1986 and requires that all
firms producing more than 25,000 pounds of toxic chemicals
report their emissions to the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA). Other countries quickly followed suit, and
today both Canada and Mexico maintain parallel toxic
inventories. In 2008, the United States also began requiring
companies to report their emissions of greenhouse gases
(GHG) through the EPA’s Greenhouse Gas Reporting
Program. Beginning with the 2010 reporting year, facilities
that emit 25,000 metric tons or more per year of GHGs are
required to submit annual reports to the EPA.
The TRI has been the focus of many empirical investigations.
Several papers have examined whether large emitters of toxic
chemicals suffered in the stock market when information of
their emissions was first released to the public in 1988, finding
that the average firm with toxic releases lost $4.1 million.
One of the reports also found that losses increased by
$600,000 for each additional chemical reported.4
In contrast to conventional wisdom, the largest emitters of
toxic chemicals did not suffer the largest financial effects
from the release of public information about emissions.
What matters to investors is not the level of TRI emissions
per se, but the difference between the actual and the
expected levels of emissions. An obvious interpretation
of the results is that the largest emitters were expected to
be large emitters, so the TRI provided investors with little
new information about them. With regard to the surprises,
however, Shameek Konar and M.A. Cohen found that the
40 firms suffering the largest negative abnormal returns
on the first day of TRI information release subsequently
improved their environmental performance (as measured
by TRI releases and the amount of chemical spills) more
than an industry-weighted counterpart. 5

Ratings and rankings
In addition to government-mandated disclosure programs,
there are numerous rankings of and awards for corporate
environmental performance. One of the most prominent
public ratings is the Green Rankings, which Newsweek
has conducted since 2009. The first large-scale environ
mental assessment created by a media organization in
the United States, the Green Rankings evaluated the 500
largest US companies in the first year, and the findings
were (naturally) disseminated widely. While the data
underlying the performance ratings were high quality,
they were already widely available to investors with an
interest in corporate environmental responsibility.
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Thus, even with significant publicity, it was not clear a priori
about whether the rankings would constitute news to the stock
market itself. In fact, the ratings had a significant impact on
share prices, with firms in the top 100 earning nearly 1 percent
higher abnormal returns than those in the bottom 400. This
represented a shift of nearly $10.8 billion in market value as
a result of the ratings.6
An earlier, but narrower effort was produced in 2007 by the
NGO Climate Counts, which released firm-level ratings of
companies’ plans for measuring, reporting, and reducing
GHG emissions. Qualitative ratings and quantitative
scores were based on 22 comprehensive criteria. These
assessments were highly publicized and generated
significant short-run media coverage. Poorly rated firms’
market valuations fell by between 0.6 and 1.6 percent, or
somewhere between $2.7 and $7.2 billion in total. However,
performers rated highly received no positive market gains.7
Similar results have been found in developing countries.
In 1999, India’s leading environmental NGO, the Delhibased Centre for Science and Environment (CSE) created
the Green Rating Project (GRP), through which CSE
evaluated the environmental performance for various
industrial sectors. Poorly rated firms suffered stock market
losses of up to 30 percent, a larger impact than was found
in studies of the United States.8 Furthermore, poorly
rated firms subsequently improved their environmental
performance significantly relative to other firms.9
In addition to ratings, many organizations confer green
company awards. Awards granted by credible third parties
would appear to be immune from criticism that they are
simply “greenwash” by self-promoting firms. (Webster’s
New Millenium Dictionary of English defines greenwash
as “the practice of promoting environmentally friendly
programs to deflect attention from an organization’s
environmentally unfriendly or less savory activities.”)
However, the limited empirical evidence to date shows
mixed results. Older studies found that environmental
awards were greeted positively by capital markets in both
the United States10 and developing countries.11 More recent
work focusing on US firms found insignificant average
market reactions to recognition granted by third parties
for environmental performance, but negative reactions to
awards from nongovernmental sources.12
Similar market skepticism has been observed in China.
When the China Entrepreneurs Club presented the China
Green Companies Awards, privately owned firms and firms
in low-polluting industries suffered significant negative
stock price effects from winning environmental awards.13
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Furthermore, the peers of the winning firms showed positive
stock price returns around the date when the awards were
announced, suggesting that the market viewed the award
winners as having unduly high costs. These results suggest
that the main incentives for firms in China to improve
their environmental performance are transmitted through
state ownership, and that otherwise the market actually
discourages firms from greening themselves.14

The form of disclosure
An emerging field of study explores how the form of
environmental disclosure affects its impact. In a review
of numerous disclosure schemes in Full Disclosure by
Archon Fung, Mary Graham, and David Weil, the authors
determined that transparency is most effective when the
information disclosed is clear and standardized. They
also found that disclosure is most effective when the
information is relevant to users’ decisions and embedded
in their decision-making processes.15 The results of a 2010
report also suggest that environmental information has
more effect when it is processed into a simple and readily
interpreted form.16
In their study of the Newsweek’s Green Rankings,
Thomas Lyon and J. P. Shimshack found that the form of
the information disclosed mattered a great deal.17 Only
the aggregate 1-500 rankings mattered; more nuanced
individual metrics like overall green score, environmental
impact score, or environmental policy score had no
independent market impact.

An Example of Effective Disclosure:
Restaurant Report Cards
In 1998, Los Angeles County began requiring restaurants to
post in their front windows the letter grades they received
from health inspections.a The letter ratings were easy for
customers to see and understand, and research has found
that they changed consumer demand patterns, led to
improvement in restaurant health inspections, and reduced
the number of hospitalizations for foodborne illnesses.
Because the information was readily accessible to its users,
and easy for them to integrate into their decisions, the law is
considered a true success story. This requirement has also
been recently replicated in New York City, San Francisco, and
Louisville, Kentucky.
a Los Angeles County Ordinance 97–0071 §2 (part), 1997.
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Voluntary Disclosure and
the Risk of “Greenwash”

Reputation and Buffering

The effects of voluntary, as opposed to mandatory, environ
mental disclosures are less well understood and more
controversial. Corporations have a variety of motivations for
disclosing environmental information, including enhancing
corporate reputation, increasing sales of green products,
improving relationships with regulators, allaying investor
concerns, reducing political pressure for regulation, and
improving public opinion. NGOs often decry corporate
environmental claims as greenwash intended to unfairly
bolster a dirty company’s public image. Furthermore,
no academic consensus exists on whether voluntary
environmental disclosures and environmental performance
are positively correlated. Economic models of disclosure
imply a positive relationship because firms with better
performance will have more positive outcomes to disclose,
and some empirical literature exists to support this view.18
In contrast, evidence also exists for an argument made
by some management scholars that firms increase their
voluntary environmental disclosures after an accident or
other negative event to bolster their tarnished reputations.19
In light of these mixed findings, it is not surprising that
many environmental advocates are distrustful of voluntary
environmental disclosures and wary of greenwash.

Several scholarly papers have examined the channels
potentially linking disclosure and outcomes. While there
is no current consensus on which is most influential, the
main mechanisms can be seen in Figure 1. Major channels
may include:

The business effects of voluntary disclosure have received
less empirical attention than the effects of mandatory
disclosure, perhaps because of self-selection problems when
analyzing the data. Indeed, these selection problems may
be severe. Eun-Hee Kim and Thomas Lyon found that,
on average, firms that participated in the Department of
Energy’s Voluntary Greenhouse Gas Program reported
reductions in carbon emissions while actually increasing
their emissions substantially; firms that did not join
actually decreased their emissions.20 The overall pattern
of disclosures was consistent with Thomas Lyon and John
Maxwell’s theory of greenwash as selective disclosure of
good news while withholding bad news.21
Some research finds that corporate participation in
environmental management systems or voluntary programs
like the CDP or Climate Leaders is not valued by the
market, and it may even meet with a negative response.22
A neutral response may occur because external parties
cannot distinguish greenwash from substantive action; a
negative response may occur because firms are pressured
into taking action, so that what appears “voluntary” is
really coerced and, therefore, should not be expected to
be profitable.23
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Channels of influence

1 Input market pressures (investor and employee preferences)
2 Output market pressures (institutional and final consumers
and other firms)

3 Public politics (regulatory pressures) and private politics
(community pressures)

4 Managerial information
Input market pressures One input market mechanism
linking environmental and financial performance is investor
preferences. If investors have “green” preferences, capital
markets may reward those disclosed as good environmental
performers and penalize those disclosed as poor environ
mental performers. One survey found that corporate
reputation may influence self-reported investor loyalty
and satisfaction.24 However, financial event studies that
examine how stock markets respond to environmental news
are not necessarily evidence that investors prefer positive
environmental performance. An alternative argument is
that wealth-maximizing investors update their beliefs about
how other mechanisms respond to disclosed environmental
information. The number of investors with green preferences may be too small to move stock prices significantly.
Figure 1

Environmental information: channels of influence
INPUT MARKET PRESSURES
Investor
preferences

Employee
preferences

THE
FIRM

Managerial
information

Public and private politics:
community and
regulatory pressure

OUTPUT MARKET PRESSURES
Other
firms

Final
consumers

Institutional
consumers

Source: Thomas P. Lyon and J. P. Shimshack, “How Does Environmental Disclosure
Work? Evidence from Newsweek’s Green Companies Rankings,” Business & Society,
published online August 13, 2012 (DOI: 10.1177/0007650312439701).
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Indeed, the related literature detects no significant financial
market impact when small groups of investors publicly
announce stock divestitures for social purposes, as other
investors appear immediately willing to buy divested stocks.25
Employee preferences should also be considered as
another influence. Business ethics researchers find positive
associations between companies’ social responsibility
ratings and students’ self-reported opinions of employment
attractiveness.26 Investors may believe that publicly
identified good environmental performers can attract
and retain better and more loyal employees. However,
if employee preferences for social responsibility drive
financial outcomes on a large scale, socially oriented
firms should be able to hire and retain employees at
lower wages than less socially oriented firms. The
empirical labor economics literature finds little evidence
to support this “donated labor” hypothesis.27 Employees
at socially responsible firms are paid lower observable
wages on average, but the evidence to date suggests that
wage differences disappear once worker, job, and basic
workplace characteristics beyond corporate environmental
or social performance are included in empirical models.
Output market pressures Firms disclosed as good environ
mental performers may also attract and retain customers
with preferences for environmentally differentiated
products or companies. In this output market channel,
investors may believe that publicly identified good
environmental performers may be more profitable in the
future. Indeed, emerging empirical evidence indicates that
environmental performance is increasingly important to
firms’ institutional and business customers.28 When a major
retailer like Walmart decides it can reduce waste, help the
environment, and improve profitability simultaneously,
the pursuit of such “win/win” outcomes can be a powerful
driver of the business behavior of upstream suppliers.
A related possibility is that final consumers may be a
source of output market pressure. Large marketing and
environmental economics literatures find that social
performance influences consumers’ product perceptions,
product responses, and willingness to pay.29 The rapidly
growing number of “green claims” made on product
packaging suggests that companies believe at least
some final consumers prefer green products. Indeed,
TerraChoice Group Inc. released a report in 2007 that
studied the environmental claims of 1,018 products sold in
“big box” retailers in the United States and Canada.30
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The report concluded that all but one of the products made
claims that were demonstrably false or risked misleading
consumers. A follow-up study in 2009 found an increase in
products that made environmental claims, but the report
also discovered that 98 percent of the 2,219 products making
such claims committed one of the “sins” of greenwashing.
Thus, it should be no surprise that consumers are becoming
increasingly jaded about environmental claims and wary
of greenwash.
Public and private politics Firm-level environmental
information may also affect expected firm profitability
through public and private political channels. Firms that
disclose good environmental performance may experience
reduced pressures from regulators. A growing body of
research finds that firms respond strongly to current
government oversight and to the perceived threat of future
government actions.31 Robert Innes and Abdoul Sam found
that facilities with good environmental performance in
any given period were rewarded with fewer inspections
in future periods, and Christopher Decker found that
firms with good environmental performance received
environmental permits for new facilities more quickly than
those with poor environmental performance.32 Similarly,
firms with disclosed good environmental performance
may experience reduced “private politics” pressures
from their communities. Several studies also indicate
that environmental NGOs have a significant impact on
corporate environmental behavior.33 Protests, boycotts,
letter writing campaigns, proxy votes, or even citizen
lawsuits may become more legitimate and urgent in the
presence of disclosed poor environmental performance.
A final mechanism to consider that may link disclosure and
financial market outcomes is the fact that environmental
ratings provide information about and to managers.
Environmental disclosure may inform investors about
general managerial ability, as environmental performance
may be seen as a proxy for overall managerial ability. In
this case, investors may believe that publicly identified good
environmental performers may be more profitable in the
future. An alternative argument is that disclosure may inform
firm managers themselves about areas for improvement.
Two studies have found evidence to support this notion in
Indonesia and India, respectively.34 Investors may believe
that publicly identified poor environmental performers will
be more profitable in the future, as the external ratings have
highlighted correctable production inefficiencies.
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Lyon and Shimshack offer some intriguing and suggestive
evidence on the channels through which disclosure
operates.35 The fact that investors responded to the
Newsweek rankings, even though much of the information
was available to motivated parties ahead of time, suggests
that investors were unlikely to have aligned their money
with their own preferences. Rather, investors appear to
align their money with those channels where they think
media-generated environmental rankings might matter.
Practical arguments and empirical tests fail to support
employee preferences, output market pressures, and
managerial information as influential channels linking
the disclosure event with market beliefs. Both anecdotal
and empirical evidence, however, provide evidence that
private and public politics channels best explain the link
between Newsweek rankings and market response. While
the authors make no claim about which channels apply in
other settings, their analysis provides provocative results
for one prominent setting and suggests a roadmap for
future research on the channels through which information
exerts influence. Future work that makes progress on
understanding disclosure channels will be valuable indeed.

Conclusions
There has been growth in the number of studies on
exactly how environmental news affects corporate
financial performance. To date, the literature has been
more successful in identifying situations where it is costly
to be brown than situations where it pays to be green.
There is solid evidence that shareholder value drops when
investors learn that a firm has increased its emissions of
pollutants or faces government regulatory penalties or
legal liability. The evidence is mixed regarding the impact
on shareholder value of receiving environmental awards or
other forms of favorable publicity. Some recent work has
identified situations where firms have acted in response to
stakeholder pressure, and profits actually fell as a result.
This appears to be especially likely when firms receive
awards not granted by governments, make unverified
claims about their own environmental improvements, or
are pressured into taking action by external stakeholders.
Finally, even when firms do not receive a direct increase
in share price from their environmental investments,
green efforts can still serve as a risk management tool,
cushioning the firm against negative investor reaction
when environmental accidents occur or when the risk of
environmental regulation or litigation increases.
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